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Abstract
Rationale Triangulation of approaches (i.e., using several tests of the same construct) can be extremely useful for increasing 
the robustness of the findings being widely used when working with behavioral testing, especially when using rodents as a 
translational model. Although zebrafish are widely used in neuropharmacology research due to their high-throughput screening 
potential for new therapeutic drugs, behavioral test battery effects following pharmacological manipulations are still unknown.
Methods Here, we tested the effects of an anxiety test battery and test time following pharmacological manipulations in 
zebrafish by using two behavioral tasks: the novel tank diving task (NTT) and the light–dark test (LDT). Fluoxetine and 
conspecific alarm substance (CAS) were chosen to induce anxiolytic and anxiogenic-like behavior, respectively.
Results For non-drug-treated animals, no differences were observed for testing order (NTT → LDT or LDT → NTT) and 
there was a strong correlation between performances on the two behavioral tasks. However, we found that during drug treat-
ment, NTT/LDT responses are affected by the tested order depending on the test time being fluoxetine effects higher at the 
second behavioral task (6 min later) and CAS effects lower across time.
Conclusions Overall, our data supports the use of baseline behavior assessment using this anxiety test battery. However, 
when working with drug exposure, data analysis must carefully consider time-drug-response and data variability across 
behavioral tasks.
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Introduction

In behavioral research, triangulation of approaches (i.e., using 
several tests of the same construct) can be extremely useful 
for increasing the robustness of the findings, and thus increase 
the confidence in the validity of the results (Stegenga 2009). 
In light of this, behavioral test batteries are widely employed, 
where animals are tested in multiple behavioral tasks either on 
the same day or across weeks, and the results are triangulated to 
gain a more robust operational definition of the target behavior 

(Paylor et al. 2006). While behavioral test batteries are com-
mon in rodent research, they have been less widely employed 
in zebrafish behavioral studies. Instead, there is a tendency to 
use a larger sample of animals. A drawback of this approach in 
zebrafish is that it increases the number of potentially unneces-
sary animals used in research (Born et al. 2017; McIlwain et al. 
2001; Tammimäki et al. 2010). However, the systematic assess-
ment of the impact of multiple behavioral tests on zebrafish 
performance in the assays is yet to be carried out.

Anxiety is a transdiagnostic trait observed across many 
affective disorders, and understanding more about its under-
lying biology would assist in the development of novel or 
repositioned pharmacotherapeutics (Demetriou et al. 2021; 
Newby et al. 2015). To address this, zebrafish (Danio rerio) 
have been widely used in the translational neuroscience of 
affective disorders using anxiety as a core subject of inves-
tigation (Cachat et al. 2010; Maximino et al. 2010b; Stewart 
et al. 2012). The two most commonly employed assays for 
studying anxiety-like behavior in zebrafish are the novel tank 
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diving task (NTT) and the light–dark test (LDT) (Blaser and 
Rosemberg 2012). The NTT and LDT have been extensively 
validated using drugs that induce anxiolytic and anxiogenic 
effects across species, including humans (Egan et al. 2009; 
Parker et al. 2012; Rosemberg et al. 2012).

The NTT exploits the natural tendency of zebrafish to 
dive to the bottom of a novel environment, gradually explor-
ing the top zone of the tank as they habituate to the environ-
ment (Levin et al. 2007). In the NTT, anxiety can be opera-
tionally defined in terms of (either) time spent in the bottom 
(↑ time =  = ↑ anxiety), in the top half (↑ time =  = ↓ anxiety), 
or top third (↑ time =  = ↓ anxiety) (Egan et al. 2009; Ger-
lai et al. 2000; Parker et al. 2012; Rosemberg et al. 2012) 
of a novel tank. Similarly, the LDT evaluates the extent of 
a fishes natural tendency for scototaxis (aversion to bright 
areas and natural preference for the dark) in a novel environ-
ment (Blaser and Penalosa 2011; Facciol et al. 2017). In the 
LDT, anxiety is operationally defined either by time spent in 
the light portion (↑ time =  = ↓ anxiety) or more time spent 
in the dark compartment (↑ time =  = ↑ anxiety) (Blaser and 
Rosemberg 2012; Facciol et al. 2019; Gerlai et al. 2000; 
Maximino et al. 2010a; Mezzomo et al. 2016). In both tasks, 
factors such as lighting, handling, pre-test housing, and the 
color of the tank play an important role in fish behavioral 
response (Blaser and Rosemberg 2012; Parker et al. 2012).

Song et al. (2016) evaluated the impact of carrying out 
the NTT and LDT as a test battery, and found no impact 
on baseline performance of their animals. In addition, they 
tested the impact of repeated testing following a mild (bright 
light) and strong (transportation in a car) stressor. They 
found no significant differences between the responses of 
the fish across the two test times, confirming (a) that fish 
showed very little evidence of a test battery effect, and (b) 
that this was stable even after a stress challenge. Despite 
these promising findings, what was not clear from the Song 
et al.’s (2016) study was whether the test battery effect would 
be observed following pharmacological manipulations: this 
is critical to know, as zebrafish are commonly used for psy-
chopharmacology experiments (Cassar et al. 2020; MacRae 
and Peterson 2015). In addition, and critically, previous stud-
ies did not examine individual fish performance across these 
two behavioral tasks. Because of this, it is not clear if the 
group effects were also observed in individual animals, or 
indeed, if individual animals show robust test–retest reli-
ability across the battery.

Here, we had three aims. First, we aimed to evaluate 
whether testing the same individuals on different anxiety-
related tasks (NTT and LDT) would affect either their 
baseline behavior on the task or the effect size of two 
well-characterized anxiolytic and anxiogenic interventions 
(fluoxetine, and conspecific alarm substance; CAS) on their 
performance. Second, we aimed to examine correlations 
between NTT and LDT performance endpoints to better 

understand the value of test batteries for anxiety in zebrafish. 
Third, we looked at the effects of each drug after a time 
delay to differentiate if the effect is caused whether by the 
test battery or time effect.

Material and methods

Animals and experimental design

Zebrafish (AB wild-type) were bred in-house and reared in 
standard laboratory conditions on a re-circulating system 
(Aquaneering, USA) on a 14-/10-h light/dark cycle (lights 
on at 9:00 a.m.), pH 8.4, at ∼28.5 °C (± 1 °C) in groups of 
10 animals per 2.8 L. Fish were fed three times/day with a 
mixture of live brine shrimp and flake food. All behavioral 
tests were performed between 10:00 and 15:00 h (Mon-Sun).

Figure 1 depicts the experimental design. Adult zebrafish 
(4 mpf; 50:50 female:male ratio) were first transferred to 300-
mL beakers containing either aquarium-treated water for 5 min 
(handling control), fluoxetine (100 µg/L; 30-min exposure), or 
conspecific alarm substance (CAS; 5-min exposure), and then 
transferred either to NTT, LDT, or to new beaker (6 min—time 
delay groups) (see below). Animals were then immediately 
transferred to the second anxiety test (NTT or LDT depend-
ing on the first task assessed). Animals from the time delay 
group were tested only in one behavioral task. Fluoxetine was 
obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Dorset, UK). After behavioral 
recording, fish were euthanized using 2-phenoxyethanol from 
Aqua-Sed (Aqua-Sed™, Vetark, Winchester, UK).

Required sample size of ~ 64 for each drug exposure 
(n = 16 NTT → LDT + n = 16 LDT → NTT + n = 16 time 
delayed + NTT + n = 16 time delayed + LDT) was calculated 
a priori following pilot experiments and previous sample 
size used for testing drug effects in the NTT and LDT in 
our lab (d = 1.25, power = 0.8, alpha = 0.05). To ensure data 
reliability, two independent batches were tested (choosing 
n = 8 fish from several housing tanks each batch). All behav-
ioral testing was carried out in a fully randomized order, 
randomly choosing fish from one of four housing tanks for 
drug exposure followed by behavioral testing. After each 
behavioral trial, the water from the NTT, LDT, and beakers 
was changed. All experiments were carried out following 
approval from the University of Portsmouth Animal Welfare 
and Ethical Review Board, and under license from the UK 
Home Office (Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act, 1986) 
[PPL: P9D87106F].

Conspecific alarm substance (CAS) extraction

CAS is a fear cue that has been successfully used to trigger 
stress-related responses at physiological and behavioral lev-
els in different fish species (Abreu et al. 2016; Canzian et al. 
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2017; Fraker et al. 2009; Hall and Suboski 1995; Quadros 
et al. 2016; Speedie and Gerlai 2008; Wong et al. 2010). 
Briefly, CAS exposure was performed by individually expos-
ing fish to 1.05 mL of CAS preparation in 300-mL beakers 
for 5 min. In order to obtain CAS, a phenotypically similar 
donor fish was killed using rapid cooling (submersion in 
2 °C water). The epidermal cells were then cut with 10 shal-
low slices on both sides of the body using a razor blade. Ten 
milliliters of distilled water was then added into a Petri dish 
and mixed to fully cover the fish’s body. All procedures were 
performed on ice and controlled to avoid drawing blood and 
any external contamination (Canzian et al. 2017; Egan et al. 
2009; Quadros et al. 2016; Speedie and Gerlai 2008). After 
CAS exposure, fish were tested in the NTT → LDT or LDT 
→ NTT (counterbalanced 50:50).

Novel tank diving test (NTT)

Animals (n = 144) were placed individually in a purpose-
built transparent tank (20 cm length × 17.5 cm height × 5 cm 
width) containing 1 L of aquarium water. Behavioral activity 

was analyzed using the Zantiks AD system’s purpose-built 
NTT (Zantiks Ltd., Cambridge, UK) for 6 min (Egan et al. 
2009; Parker et al. 2012; Rosemberg et al. 2012). The Zan-
tiks AD system was fully controlled via a web-enabled 
device during behavioral training. The tank was separated 
into three virtual zones (bottom, middle, and top) to pro-
vide a detailed evaluation of vertical activity. The following 
endpoints were analyzed: distance traveled, and time spent 
in the top zone.

Light–dark test (LDT)

The LDT was performed in a black tank (20  cm 
length × 15  cm height × 15  cm width) divided into two 
equally sized partitions where half of the tank area contained 
a bright white light and the other half was covered with a 
purpose-built black partition to avoid light exposure. Ani-
mals (n = 144) were place individually into the behavioral 
apparatus and their activity was analyzed using the Zantiks 
AD system’s purpose-built LDT equipment (Zantiks Ltd., 
Cambridge, UK) for 6 min to determine the time spent in 

Fig. 1  Experimental design illustration showing the behavioral test 
battery of NTT followed by LDT or vice-versa, and the time delay 
groups (6  min). For the fluoxetine and conspecific alarm substance 

(CAS) groups, animals were pretreated a priori behavioral assessment 
for 30 and 5 min, respectively
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the dark area (Blaser and Rosemberg 2012; Maximino et al. 
2010a; Mezzomo et al. 2016).

Statistics

Normality and homogeneity of variances were ascertained 
by the Kolmogorov–Smirnov and Bartlett’s test, respec-
tively. Control groups NTT and LDT data were analyzed 
using one-way ANOVA (baseline behavior NTT/LDT for  1st 
vs.  2nd vs. delay (6 min)). Two-way ANOVA with multiple 
testing (two levels:  1st vs.  2nd tested in a new environment 
or  1st tested vs. time delay for behavioral testing) and sub-
stance exposure (between-subjects factor—three levels: con-
trol, fluoxetine, CAS) as fixed factors were used to compare 
anxiety endpoints (NTT, time spent in top of the tank and 
distance traveled; LDT, time in the dark area). Results were 
expressed as means ± standard error of the mean (S.E.M). 
Tukey’s test was used as post-hoc analysis and all the groups 
were compared between each other. Results were consid-
ered significant when p ≤ 0.05. Heat maps were used to 
summarize differences between groups in the NTT or LDT 
comparing  1st,  2nd, and time delayed groups. Pearson cor-
relation analysis was used to assess the association between 
time spent in the top zone and in the lit area for the control, 
fluoxetine, and CAS groups, independently of testing order.

Results

Multiple testing does not affect anxiety‑like 
behavior in drug‑free animals

Figure 2 shows the distance traveled, time spent in top, 
and time spent in the lit area for control zebrafish tested 

in both NTT and LDT. For locomotion, no significant 
effect was observed for the distance traveled in the NTT 
(F (2, 45) = 0.1485; p = 0.8624). Similarly, no significant dif-
ference was observed for controls’ time spent in top (tested 
 1st vs.  2nd vs. delay (6 min); F (2, 45) = 0.02521; p = 0.9751) 
(Fig. 2A). Regarding animals’ scototaxis, no significant dif-
ference was observed for animals tested in the light–dark 
test  1st vs.  2nd vs. delay (6 min) (F (2, 45) = 0.2282; p = 0.7969) 
(Fig. 2B).

Fluoxetine anxiolytic‑like effect is increased 
with a time delay or when secondly tested

In Fig.  3, the behavioral phenotype of fish exposed 
to fluoxetine compared to controls tested in the NTT 
and LDT is compared. There was no significant effect 
on the distance traveled in terms of test order (F 
(1,60) = 0.1671; p = 0.6842), fluoxetine (F (1,60) = 0.3467; 
p = 0.558), or their interaction (F  (1,60) = 0.6865; 
p = 0.4106). There was, however, a significant effect of 
test order (F (1,60) = 14.00; p*** = 0.0004), fluoxetine (F 
(1,60) = 37.55; p**** < 0.0001), and interaction between 
factors (F (1,60) = 12.41; p*** = 0.0008) for time spent 
in the top zone. A significant increase in the time spent 
in top for fluoxetine  2nd group compared to controls  1st 
(p**** < 0.0001), fluoxetine  1st (p**** < 0.0001), and con-
trols  2nd (p**** < 0.0001) was observed (Fig. 3A). Regard-
ing the effects of fluoxetine on multiple testing in the LDT, 
there was a significant main effect of fluoxetine exposure 
(F (1,60) = 11.01; p** = 0.0015) but no test order effect (F 
(1,60) = 2.667; p = 0.1077). No interaction between factors 
(test order*fluoxetine) was observed for time spent in the 
lit area (F (1,60) = 1.563; p = 0.2165). Tukey’s post-hoc test 

Fig. 2  The effects of behavioral test battery and time delay in A novel tank diving task and B light–dark test of wild-type (WT) zebrafish. Data 
were represented as mean ± S.E.M and analyzed by T test (n = 16 per group)
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showed a significant effect only for fluoxetine  2nd vs. con-
trols  1st (p** = 0.0053) and controls  2nd (p* = 0.0120). No 
significant effect was observed for fluoxetine  1st vs. fluox-
etine  2nd (p = 0.2456) (Fig. 3B).

Similarly, however, no significant effect was found for 
locomotion in time delay (F (1,60) = 0.8742; p = 0.3535), 
fluoxetine exposure (F (1,60) = 0.2465; p = 0.6214), and 
their interaction (F (1,60) = 0.05946; p = 0.8082). A signifi-
cant effect for time delay (F (1,60) = 4.046; p* = 0.488) and 
fluoxetine (F (1,60) = 17.92; p**** < 0.0001) was found for 
time spent in top zone. No significant effect for interaction 
between factors (time delay*fluoxetine; F (1,60) = 2.977; 
p = 0.0896) was found for the time spent in top. The fluox-
etine time delay group was the only group to significantly 
increase time spent in the top zone when compared to both 
control NTT  1st (p*** = 0.0002) and NTT time delay control 
(p*** = 0.0005) (Fig. 3C). Meanwhile, for the time spent 
in the lit zone, fluoxetine (F (1,60) = 11.77; p** = 0.0011) 
and time delay (F (1,60) = 4.345; p* = 0.0011) had a sig-
nificant effect with no interaction effect being observed 
(F (1,60) = 1.976; p = 0.1650). However, the only group that 
had a significant effect compared to both controls  (1st LDT 
and time delay control) was the group fluoxetine time delay 
(p** = 0.0015 and p** = 0.0068, respectively) (Fig. 3D).

CAS effects are decreased over time in a test battery 
and after time delay

CAS was used as an anxiogenic control, and its effects 
on anxiety-like behavior in the NTT test followed by 
light–dark test and vice-versa are depicted in Fig. 4. A 
significant interaction effect (test order * CAS exposure) 
was observed for the distance traveled (F (1,60) = 4.434; 
p* = 0.0394) but there was no main effect of test order 
(F (1,60) = 2.312; p = 0.1336) or CAS exposure (F 
(1,60) = 0.2362; p = 0.6287). However, no significant effect 
was observed through Tukey’s post-hoc analysis. Regard-
ing animals’ time spent in the top zone, there was a sig-
nificant main effect of CAS exposure (F (1,60) = 6.326; 
p* = 0.0146) independent of test order. No significant 
interaction between factors (F (1,60) = 0.5602; p = 0.4571) 
or test order (F (1,60) = 1.059; p = 0.3077) effect was 
observed for CAS exposure. A significant decrease in the 
time spent in top was only observed for controls  1st vs. 
CAS  1st after post-hoc analysis (p* = 0.0484) and no sig-
nificant difference was observed for controls  2nd vs. CAS 
 2nd (p = 0.3861) (Fig. 4A). Finally, although no interaction 
(test order vs. CAS exposure; F (1,60) = 0.03571; p = 0.8508) 
and test order effect (F (1,60) = 0.6211; p = 0.4338) were 

Fig. 3  The effects of behavioral test battery in novel tank div-
ing task (A) and light–dark test (B) of wild-type (WT) zebrafish 
acutely exposed to fluoxetine 100 µg/L. The effects of time delay in 
novel tank diving task (C) and light–dark test (D) of WT zebrafish 

acutely exposed to fluoxetine 100  µg/L. Data were represented as 
mean ± S.E.M and analyzed by two-way ANOVA (test order and 
fluoxetine as factors), followed by Tukey’s test multiple comparison 
test (n = 16 per group)
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observed for time spent in the lit zone, a significant CAS 
exposure effect was observed (F (1,60) = 18.47; p < 0.0001). 
Briefly, CAS exposure decreased the time spent in the lit 
area comparing CAS-exposed tested  1st and  2nd with their 
own controls (p* = 0.0124 and p* = 0.0257, respectively).

When looking at the effect of time delay on CAS exposure 
(Fig. 4C and D), a significant effect was found for CAS only 
when looking at the time spent in the lit zone (F (1,60) = 11.77; 
p** = 0.0011) and time spent in the top zone (F (1,60) = 4.351; 
p* = 0.0413). No significant effects were observed for the 
interaction between factors (F (1,60) = 0.2666; p = 0.6075) 
and for time delay (F (1,60) = 2.162; p = 0.1467) for the time 
spent in the lit zone. Meanwhile, no interaction between fac-
tors (F (1,60) = 1.255; p = 0.2727) and time delay effect (F 
(1,60) = 2.189; p = 0.1443) was observed for time spent in the 
top zone. Distance traveled was not affected by CAS, time 
delay, or interaction between factors distance traveled (F 
(1,60) = 0.9922; p = 0.3232, F (1,60) = 0.1734; p = 0.6786 and 
F (1,60) = 0.1123; p = 0.7387, respectively). Tukey’s post-hoc 
test yielded a significant difference only for time spent in the 
lit zone of  1st LDT + CAS group compared to both  1st LDT 
(p* = 0.0345) and time delay LDT group (p** = 0.0053). The 
individual values for the time spent in the top zone and in the 
lit area for both drugs are summarized in Fig. 5.

Time spent in the top and lit zones is positively 
correlated

Figure 6 displays intercorrelations between the endpoints 
for both the behavioral measures, both in the presence of 
CAS and fluoxetine, and with no-drug treatment. There was 
a strong positive correlation for the time spent in top (NTT) 
and time spent in the lit zone (LDT) for the no-drug-treated 
group (r = 0.6954; p**** < 0.0001; n = 32), and a moder-
ate positive correlation for the fluoxetine group (r = 0.3736; 
p* = 0.0352; n = 32). However, there was no correlation 
between endpoints in the tests in the CAS-exposed animals 
(r = 0.0754; p = 0.6917; n = 32).

Discussion

Here, for the first time, we tested how using the same indi-
viduals in two anxiety-related tasks affects their behavioral 
responses to the protocols, both in the absence of drugs and 
following exposure to an anxiolytic and anxiogenic com-
pound (fluoxetine and CAS, respectively). Additionally, we 
examined whether introducing a time delay plays a role in 
the drug response of fluoxetine and CAS, or it is the test 

Fig. 4  The effects of behavioral test battery in novel tank diving 
task (A) and light–dark test (B) of wild-type (WT) zebrafish acutely 
exposed to CAS for 5  min. The effects of time delay in novel tank 
diving task (C) and light–dark test (D) of WT zebrafish acutely 

exposed to CAS for 5 min. Data were represented as mean ± S.E.M 
and analyzed by two-way ANOVA (test order and CAS as factors), 
followed by Tukey’s test multiple comparison test (n = 16 per group)
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battery that increases or decreases animals’ behavioral 
response in a second task. We also examined, for the first 
time, how individuals performed across the different tasks 
to better understand individual performance characteristics 
in the two tests. We found that parameters linked to anxiety-
like behavior, such as the time spent in top and time spent 
in the lit area, are not affected by testing wild-type (WT) 
fish in the NTT followed by LDT and vice-versa. However, 
when animals are exposed to fluoxetine, a larger effect size 
was observed in the second test, independent of the test (i.e., 
NTT or LDT) which suggests that there is an impact of the 
time in which these fish were tested, rather than multiple 
testing. This hypothesis was later confirmed by testing ani-
mals in the NTT or LDT after a time delay with no previ-
ous behavioral testing. Differently from fluoxetine, CAS had 
its higher effect in the when immediately tested; however, 
similar to what was found for fluoxetine, the results were 

consistent, independent of the task. Moreover, lower correla-
tion values were found when comparing the time spent in the 
top zone vs. time spent in the lit area for both fluoxetine- and 
CAS-exposed animals, suggesting higher data variability 
when animals are tested in both behavioral tasks and these 
parameters are compared independently of testing order.

The NTT and the LDT are widely used to assess anxiety-
like behavior in zebrafish (Cachat et al. 2010; Maximino 
et al. 2010b; Stewart et al. 2012). The comparison across 
tasks has been previously studied, with both tasks demon-
strating good cross-test correlation in vivo and similar sen-
sitivity to zebrafish anxiety-like states (Kysil et al. 2017). In 
rodents, behavioral test battery is commonly used to study 
several behaviors including anxiety-related tasks using 
open field and light–dark transitions (Okuda et al. 2018). 
In zebrafish, studies have used a combination of social 
behavior, memory, and anxiety tests in order to examine 

Fig. 5  Representative heat 
maps showing the time spent in 
the top zone and in the lit area 
for each individual fish from 
different treatments (control vs. 
fluoxetine vs. CAS)

Fig. 6  Correlational analysis between time spent in the lit area and time spent in the top zone for each group (n = 32)
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inter-domain correlations, but also to minimize the use of 
animals (Fontana et al. 2020, 2021). Zebrafish have previ-
ously been shown to display a similar behavioral phenotype 
when tested in the NTT → LDT or LDT → NTT (Song et al. 
2016). In the same study, an acute stressor (30-min car trans-
portation) increased anxiety-related patterns in both tasks 
(Song et al. 2016). These data suggest that a strong effect can 
still be observed when performing behavioral test batteries 
in zebrafish, with no impact of test order or multiple testing 
by itself. Here, we found that the overall baseline response 
of our control WT zebrafish is kept the same across tasks 
when testing NTT and LDT, which supports the use of this 
species across anxiety-related tasks in order to reduce the 
number of animals used in research. However, when animals 
were acutely exposed to CAS or fluoxetine, different effects 
were observed when performing a behavioral test battery.

A significant role for fluoxetine in decreasing anxiety is 
more pronounced in the  2nd behavioral task or after 6 min 
of time delay, independently of it being NTT or LDT. No 
significant differences were observed in the  1st behavioral 
task. Fluoxetine is a selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor 
(SSRI) commonly used to treat several psychiatric disor-
ders in humans. The role of fluoxetine in zebrafish anxiety is 
somewhat controversial. For example, Stewart et al. (2011b) 
showed that fluoxetine had no effect on anxiety-like behavior 
at a concentration of 0.1 mg/L (the same concentration used 
here). However, these animals had an increased tendency 
to spend time in the top zone of the tank, which can be an 
indicator of decreased anxiety. The authors discussed that 
the lack of anxiolytic effects following acute fluoxetine in 
zebrafish contradicts clinical and rodent findings (Hascoët 
et al. 2000; Lightowler et al. 1994; Varty et al. 2002). Here, 
the anxiolytic effect of fluoxetine was only observed when 
fish were tested in the second task or after 6 min. This could 
explain the data variability across papers, since we observed 
no effect when fish were immediately tested in the NTT or 
LDT. Altogether, these data suggest that there is a temporal 
delay in the effects of fluoxetine. The pharmacokinetics and 
pharmacodynamics of fluoxetine vary depending on admin-
istration route and time/duration of its exposure (Caccia 
et al. 1990; Sawyer and Howell 2011). For example, a study 
with non-human primates showed that the peak of fluoxetine 
in serum is achieved at different times depending on the drug 
concentration (15 min for 31 ng/mL, 30 min for 70 ng/mL, 
and 60 min for 165 ng/mL). Meanwhile, its main metabolite, 
norfluoxetine, was only found at 120 min for all the doses 
tested lasting up to 24 h after fluoxetine exposure (Sawyer 
and Howell 2011). Although fluoxetine has been commonly 
used as an anxiolytic drug in neuropsychiatric studies using 
zebrafish, time-dose–response studies looking at the effects 
of fluoxetine using water exposure as the administration 
route in this species is lacking. A recent study has explored 
the long-term effects of fluoxetine in zebrafish behavior up 

to 28 days after acute exposure to different concentrations, 
where the authors found that the fluoxetine effects vary 
depending on time of behavioral testing (Al Shuraiqi et al. 
2021). However, fluoxetine short time-dose–response in anx-
iety-related paradigms is still unknown being an important 
step for the understanding of data variability across labs and 
the mechanisms underlying fluoxetine inducing anxiolytic 
and anxiogenic phenotypes.

Although a significant decrease in the time spent in the 
lit area could be observed when animals were tested  1st, 
 2nd, or after time delay in the LDT, in the NTT, no sig-
nificant effects were observed between controls and CAS-
exposed animals when tested  2nd or after time delay. CAS is 
an effective acute stressor which is produced and stored in 
the epidermal “club” cells and is naturally released into the 
water after skin injuries provoked by predator bouts (Chivers 
and Smith 1994; Korpi and Wisenden 2001). The differ-
ent concentrations and effects of CAS on zebrafish fear and 
anxiety-related behavior were first described by Speedie and 
Gerlai (2008) being its anxiogenic effects well-characterized 
in behavioral neuroscience research. For example, in the 
light–dark test, zebrafish exposed to CAS for 5 min showed 
increased scototaxis (preference for dark areas) (Abreu et al. 
2016; Quadros et al. 2016) which is a behavioral change 
often observed after the exposure to anxiogenic drugs (Stew-
art et al. 2011a). Similarly, we found that CAS significantly 
decreased the time spent in the lit area and in the top zone, 
which indicates an increased “anxious” response. Interest-
ingly, we found that this effect is attenuated in the second 
task only when NTT is the second behavioral analysis in the 
test battery, where a strong effect is maintained across tasks 
for the LDT. Similarly, when considering time delay as a fac-
tor, no significant differences were observed for CAS in the 
NTT, but a strong effect was still observed in the LDT even 
after a time delay. However, in both behavioral tasks, the 
effect size of CAS-induced anxiogenic behavior is decreased 
when animals are tested after 6 min suggesting that these 
effects could potentially decrease across time.

When looking at the correlation between these tasks, 
independent of the test order, there was a strong positive 
correlation between the time spent in the top zone and time 
spent in the lit area, making the behavioral phenotypes in 
those tasks comparable. Similarly, a previous study has 
showed that those tasks show good cross-test correlation 
with NTT only differing from LDT in terms of cortisol 
responses after tasks where NTT is correlated to higher 
stress-related responses (Kysil et al. 2017). In addition, 
here, we showed that the correlation between NTT and 
LDT anxiety-related variables is not always good showing 
low values when animals are exposed to different molecules 
such as fluoxetine and CAS. Although this data could indi-
cate that data is less reliable when comparing the animals’ 
response in both tasks (NTT → LDT or LDT → NTT), the 
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main effects for these drugs when tested firstly (CAS) and 
secondly (fluoxetine) were similar across behavioral tasks.

Conclusion

Overall, the use of behavioral battery testing for anxiety-
like behavior can indeed influence behavioral response when 
fish are previously exposed to a chemical substance, such 
as CAS or fluoxetine. However, our data indicate that the 
effects are not caused by the test battery per se but rather 
by the test time. For example, fluoxetine has higher anxio-
lytic-like effects when tested secondly or after a time delay. 
Meanwhile, CAS effects are higher in the first behavior 
task compared to the second behavioral task or after 6 min. 
Importantly, WT behavior was not influenced by testing 
animals in both new environments. Our findings may be 
particularly important for characterization of mutant lines, 
where a reduced number of animals could potentially be 
used to evaluate baseline behavior when there is no influence 
of drug exposure. However, further studies are still necessary 
to compare data between WT animals and genetically altered 
fish. Altogether, this supports the use of baseline behavior 
assessment using multiple tasks; however, researchers must 
carefully prepare their experimental design when testing 
drugs and conducting behavioral battery considering the 
drug time-dose–response.
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